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Introduction and Background
In September 2007, the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL) published a report that reviewed past and present fuel cell bus technology
development and implementation in the United States 1 . That report reviewed and summarized
fuel cell transit bus technology development and demonstration experiences. As part of that
report, data evaluation results and accomplishments through July 2007 were presented from
DOE and NREL fuel cell bus evaluations at Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District (AC Transit),
SunLine Transit Agency, and Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA). The report
finished by exploring future research needs to support commercialization of fuel cell transit bus
technology.
This new report provides additional evaluation results from NREL, focused on data from August
2007 through July 2008, followed by a summary of what’s next for several planned fuel cell bus
demonstrations including those in the Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA) National Fuel Cell
Bus Program (NFCBP). The report ends with an update of research needs for continued success
in introducing fuel cell propulsion and hydrogen fuel into transit bus operations.
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The Case for Fuel Cell Propulsion
The United States is facing several major energy challenges today, including:


Reducing dependence on foreign energy supplies



Developing affordable, domestic energy sources to meet current and future demands



Addressing concerns about air quality and climate change

The federal government is funding research to develop a portfolio of technologies to meet these
challenges. A major part of this research is developing hydrogen as an energy carrier for a
variety of applications. Hydrogen has many positive attributes that make it a good choice as an
energy carrier. For example, it can be derived from diverse domestic resources such as natural
gas, nuclear, and renewable power (such as from wind power). All sectors of the economy, from
stationary to industrial to transportation applications, can use hydrogen. Hydrogen is also
compatible with high efficiency fuel cells that can create power with zero emissions. A fuel cell
is a simple device that offers the benefits of increased efficiency, quiet operation, and no
emission of harmful pollutants.
Fuel cells are already being successfully proven in applications such as back-up power, small
stationary power generation, and material handling equipment. These markets offer a high-value
proposition with fewer technical barriers, which means a business case can be achieved in the
near-term. Developing fuel cells for transportation applications is more complicated because of
rigorous operating environments and packaging challenges, and therefore requires more time and
effort. Much progress has been made, but there are still challenges to be addressed before there
can be wide-spread market introductions. Proving fuel cell durability and reliability, optimizing
on-board hydrogen storage for adequate range, optimizing hybrid–fuel cell system designs,
building hydrogen fueling stations, and determining the best sources for hydrogen are just a few
of the remaining challenges.
Although there are still many barriers to wide-spread use and acceptance, hydrogen and fuel cell
technology offers one of the best options for addressing the energy challenges listed above.

Accomplishments Update
This section updates the accomplishments of the current and active fuel cell and hydrogen fueled
transit bus demonstrations in the United States. Summaries are provided of the current
experience of the transit agencies participating in the DOE and FTA evaluations from NREL.
U.S. Fuel Cell Bus Demonstrations
The first fuel cell bus projects in the United States began in the mid-1990s and were focused on
proof-of-concept to verify that fuel cell power systems could be packaged into a transit bus.
Current demonstration programs are focused on maximizing bus use to help identify areas of
improvement and optimization for reliability and, ultimately, durability. Table 1 lists
demonstration projects that are currently operating fuel cell buses in the United States. Several
other fuel cell bus development efforts are underway.
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Table 1. Currently Active Fuel Cell Transit Bus Demonstrations in the United States.
Service
Start

Project

Location

Number of
Buses

Technology Description

2004

Santa Clara Valley
Transportation Authority

San Jose, CA

3

40-ft FCBs using Ballard fuel cell stacks
(non-hybrid)

2005

SunLine Transit Agency

Thousand
Palms, CA

1

40-ft FCB using UTC Power fuel cell system,
ISE hybrid system

2006

AC Transit

Oakland, CA

3

40-ft FCBs using UTC Power fuel cell system,
ISE hybrid system

2007

CTTRANSIT

Hartford, CT

1

40-ft FCB using UTC Power fuel cell system,
ISE hybrid system

2007

University of Delaware

Newark, DE

1

One 22-ft, battery dominant plug-in hybrid FCB
using a Ballard fuel cell and Ebus hybrid system

2007

University of Texas

Austin, TX

1

One 22-ft, battery dominant plug-in hybrid FCB
using a Ballard fuel cell and Ebus hybrid system

Each of the first four sites listed above have been evaluated by NREL and DOE. The VTA
evaluation is complete, and the three remaining evaluations are on-going. The results of those
three ongoing evaluations will be provided next. The last two demonstration sites each have one
22-foot shuttle bus made by Ebus with a Ballard fuel cell system. Although both of these
demonstrations are underway, no results have been published or available for this report.
As of November 2008, there were only ten fuel cell buses in service at six different sites in the
United States. Other projects are expected to become operational within the next 12 months
under the FTA program. There are several more hydrogen-fueled buses when taking internal
combustion engines (ICE) using hydrogen into account.


SunLine HHICE – a hybrid hydrogen internal combustion engine (HHICE) bus in
service in the Palm Springs area of California. This New Flyer, 40-foot bus has a hybrid
system produced by ISE and uses a Ford ICE engine modified to operate on hydrogen
and ultra capacitors for energy storage.



Ford HICE – Ford has a demonstration of up to 30 vans using their hydrogen ICE,
which directly drives the wheels (instead of using a hybrid configuration). These vans
are in operation in Canada and the United States.



HCNG – there have been several studies involving mixed hydrogen and compressed
natural gas (HCNG) as a fuel in a natural gas transit bus. This has been tested at
SunLine, but those buses are no longer in demonstration. Another test is underway in
Pennsylvania with Penn State and Centre Area Transportation Authority (CATA) with
one 40-foot bus. Other agencies investigating HCNG include Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority and the University of California, Davis.

Evaluation Results Update
NREL has been evaluating fuel cell buses under DOE funding for more than six years. As part
of the Hydrogen Technology Validation activity, NREL evaluates hydrogen and fuel cell
vehicles in parallel with hydrogen infrastructure to determine the current status of the technology
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and assess the progress toward technology readiness. Recently, NREL also began working with
the Federal Transit Administration (FTA)—an agency of the Department of Transportation
(DOT)—to evaluate fuel cell buses in transit applications. This work directly supports FTA’s
National Fuel Cell Bus Program (NFCBP), a muli-year demonstration program aimed at moving
fuel cell buses toward commercialization.
Using an established protocol for data collection and analysis, NREL provides comprehensive,
unbiased results on the implementation, operation, and costs of fuel cell buses compared to those
of conventional-technology buses operating in the same or similar service (when available).
These results are used by government and industry to determine the next steps for full
implementation of the technology in bus applications. Over the last few years, NREL has worked
with four demonstrations (six transit agencies) to evaluate fuel cell technology in buses,
including:


Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District (AC Transit) in Oakland, California, along with
its partner transit agency, Golden Gate Transit (GGT) in San Rafael, California



SunLine Transit Agency in Thousand Palms, California (in the Palm Springs area)



Connecticut Transit (CTTRANSIT) in Hartford, Connecticut



Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) in San Jose, California, along with
its partner transit agency San Mateo County Transit District (SamTrans) in San Carlos,
California

The results and experiences from these demonstrations, which have been documented in detailed
evaluation reports, are the primary resource for this paper. For a complete list of publications on
these demonstrations, see the References section.
NREL reports the evaluation results for each project individually by site. This status report is the
only place where evaluation results are examined across sites. This report, which is an update to
the original 2007 report, focuses on new evaluation results from AC Transit and GGT, SunLine,
and CTTRANSIT. There are no new evaluation results available for the VTA and SamTrans
demonstration. The fuel cell buses presented here are essentially the same bus design: a Van
Hool bus with ISE electric propulsion design and integration, a UTC Power fuel cell power
system, and three ZEBRA 2 batteries per bus for energy storage.
The data presented here are focused on the last year of operation (August 2007 through July
2008) unless noted with the results. There are a couple of specific changes to the data period for
some of the baseline buses used. The AC Transit diesel bus results are from June 2007 through
May 2008 because the evaluation of the diesel buses at that site has concluded. The
CTTRANSIT diesel buses are newer than the fuel cell bus; therefore the data period is shorter,
starting with September 2007 through July 2008 except for roadcalls. In that case, the diesel bus
roadcall period started with data in November 2007 because special procedures had to be
implemented to capture the individual roadcall information by bus at this site.
Prototype Demonstrations – The primary objective of these prototype fuel cell bus
demonstrations is to learn from problems that arise by identifying, resolving and incorporating
2
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the lessons learned into future designs. Demonstrations of prototype buses in real-world service
are essential to validate the technology and determine what modifications are needed to increase
durability and reliability for a future commercial product introduction. Each of these
demonstration sites has pushed the technology to its limits (and beyond) to identify and address
design issues. Many of the issues that have been documented in this report and the individual
evaluation reports have been resolved, and the newest data from the demonstrations of the
upgraded system in the buses suggests very positive trends in better availability and bus usage.
Service Changes – As each of the three sites (AC Transit, CTTRANSIT, and SunLine) have
recently received a new version of the UTC Power fuel cell system, they have agreed to increase
usage of the fuel cell buses. The fuel cell power plants at AC Transit were changed out as
follows: FCB1 3 in March 2008; FCB2 in January 2008; and FCB3 in December 2007. The fuel
cell power plant at SunLine was last changed out and started back in operation in April 2008.
CTTRANSIT’s fuel cell power plant was changed in January 2008. Once these new fuel cell
power systems were installed, the transit agencies intended to operate them as much as possible
for testing.
At CTTRANSIT and AC Transit (FCB3), these buses are scheduled to operate at least 16 hours
per day during the week and at least 8 hours per day on each weekend day. This is a significant
increase in operation from the original planned weekday only service. The other two AC Transit
FCBs will be used at this accelerated pace as the batteries allow; however, the focus of
maximized operation is currently with FCB3 and the CTTRANSIT bus.
Issues with Energy Storage – The only limiting factor for increased operation for all of these
fuel cell buses has been maintaining the control and operation of the ZEBRA batteries. The
problem has been in keeping the three batteries operating at similar state of charge (SOC)
without causing an over-volt fault in the propulsion system software developed by ISE.
Recently, UTC Power and MES-DEA (the battery manufacturer) have been working closely
together to try to better understand the operating conditions and interactions between the battery
control and ISE’s propulsion system software control. MES-DEA has recently provided detailed
training and troubleshooting information to UTC Power and the transit agencies, which has been
extremely helpful in controlling the problems. There are also indications that the ISE control
software needs to be modified to take what has been recently learned into account.
Total Miles and Hours – Table 2 shows miles, hours, average speed, and average monthly miles
per bus for each of the three sites for all of their revenue service and then separately for this
report’s 12-month period. The average speed for the past year results period shows that SunLine
has the highest average speed at 12.6 mph, next is AC Transit at 10.0 mph, and CTTRANSIT is
much lower at 6.2 mph. The SunLine fuel cell bus has the highest average monthly usage at
about 1,600 miles per month.
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AC Transit’s fuel cell buses are assigned the designations FCB1, FCB2, and FCB3.
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Table 2. Miles and Hours for the Fuel Cell Buses
Site

Period

Months

AC Transit
SunLine
CTTRANSIT

4/06-7/08
1/06-7/08
4/07-7/08

28
31
16

AC Transit
SunLine
CTTRANSIT

8/07-7/08
8/07-7/08
8/07-7/08

12
12
12

No. of
Miles
Buses
All Service
3
91,784
1
58,558
1
14,888
Report Results Period
3
40,442
1
19,306
1
11,962

Hours

Avg. Speed
mph

Monthly
Miles

8,658
4,521
2,441

10.6
13.0
6.1

1,093
1,889
931

4,047
1,532
1,929

10.0
12.6
6.2

1,123
1,609
997

Bus Use – Average monthly bus use for the fuel cell buses and their respective baseline buses is
shown in Figure 1. Generally, the baseline buses at each of the three sites are being used at
about three times the rate as the fuel cell buses. This is expected to change as the transit agencies
begin to maximize operation of the fuel cell buses.

997
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1,609

4,551

SunLine CNG

1,123

AC Transit FCB

AC Transit Diesel

3,990
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

Monthly Miles per Bus

Figure 1. Average Monthly Miles per Fuel Cell and Baseline Buses

Availability – Availability is the percent of days that the buses are planned for operation
compared to the days the buses are actually available for service. For the evaluation period in
this report, the fuel cell buses at AC Transit were available only 41% of the time, the bus at
SunLine was available 68% of the time, and the CTTRANSIT bus was available 62% of the
time. Figure 2 categorizes the reasons that these buses were not available by site. AC Transit’s
fuel cell buses were not available mostly due to issues with the batteries, which is included in the
hybrid propulsion category. The main issue at the other two sites involved the fuel cell power
system, and most of the down time was caused by waiting for the latest version of the power
system to be installed. Both SunLine’s and CTTRANSIT’s fuel cell buses had significant issues
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with the ISE hybrid propulsion system and the traction batteries (both included in the hybrid
propulsion category).

CTT FCB

SunLine FCB

ACT FCB

0%

20%

Fuel Cell Propulsion

40%
Hybrid Propulsion

60%

80%

100%

General Maintenance

Figure 2. Reasons for Unavailability of the Fuel Cell Buses

Fuel Economy – The fuel economy in diesel energy equivalent gallons (DGE) for the fuel cell
and baseline buses for the report results period is shown in Figure 3. The AC Transit fuel cell
buses have an overall fuel economy 84% higher than its diesel buses. The SunLine fuel cell bus
has a fuel economy 131% higher than its CNG buses. The CTTRANSIT fuel cell bus has a fuel
economy 48% higher than its diesel buses. The CTTRANSIT diesel buses operate at twice the
average speed as the fuel cell bus operating on the Star Route. This has caused the significantly
lower fuel economy difference compared to that experienced at the other two sites.
The March 2008 spike in fuel economy for AC Transit’s fuel cell buses occurred because its
partner transit agency (GGT) operated one bus for 28 days during February and March 2008.
GGT’s transit service has a much higher average speed because of its suburban routes into the
city of San Francisco from the North across the Golden Gate Bridge.
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Figure 3. Fuel Economy for Fuel Cell and Baseline Buses

Roadcalls – A roadcall (RC) or revenue vehicle system failure (as named in the National Transit
Database) is defined as a failure of an in-service bus that causes the bus to be replaced on route
or causes a significant delay in schedule. If the problem with the bus can be repaired during a
layover and the schedule is kept, this is not considered a RC. Figure 4 shows miles between
roadcalls (MBRC) for all roadcalls and for propulsion-related-only roadcalls for each of the fuel
cell and baseline bus study groups at the three sites. The fuel cell buses have MBRC rates that
are much lower than the baseline buses. This is an area that needs significant improvement for
the fuel cell buses and the manufacturers and transit agencies are working to resolve the issues
causing these lower rates. The ZEBRA battery and hybrid propulsion control software issues
discussed above account for 63% of all propulsion-related roadcalls across all five of the fuel cell
buses in this report along with an additional 19% that relate to the rest of the hybrid propulsion
system. The remaining 18% of propulsion-related roadcalls are attributable to the UTC Power
fuel cell system.
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Figure 4. MBRC Rates for Fuel Cell and Baseline Buses

What’s Coming Next?
As mentioned earlier, there are only ten fuel cell transit buses currently in operation in the United
States at this time. We also expect that the three fuel cell buses at Santa Clara VTA will soon
conclude their demonstration, leaving only seven fuel cell buses in operation. However, two
major programs will soon increase the number of demonstration buses in operation. Those
programs are the FTA’s National Fuel Cell Bus Program (NFCBP) and the California Air
Resources Board (CARB) Zero Emission Bus Demonstrations.
Federal Transit Administration
The FTA’s research efforts focus on innovations that can improve personal mobility, minimize
fuel consumption and air pollution, and increase transit ridership. To that end, FTA focuses
much of its advanced vehicle research efforts on propulsion technologies that can provide energy
and emissions benefits when compared with conventional buses. Fuel cell technology is of
particular interest because of the potential for buses to operate in a clean, quiet, efficient manner
on hydrogen fuel, thereby reducing U.S. dependence on imported oil. FTA continues to invest in
fuel cell bus technology. Most of FTA’s fuel cell bus research efforts are focused on developing
and demonstrating commercially-viable fuel cell technology for transit buses under the NFCBP.
This $49 M, multi-year project includes eight demonstration projects as outlined in Table 3. The
NFCBP also includes outreach and component projects as listed in Table 4.
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Table 3. Summary of FTA NFCBP Demonstration Projects
Project
(Consortia)
Dual Variable Output Fuel
Cell Hybrid Bus Validation
and Testing
(CTE)

No. of
Buses

Description

1

Proterra will develop a battery-dominant 35-ft plug-in hybrid
fuel cell bus (Hydrogenics) and demonstrate in up to three
sites including Columbia, SC, and cities in CT

Connecticut Fuel Cell Bus
Program
(NAVC)

4

Lightweight Fuel Cell Hybrid
Bus (NAVC)

1

Massachusetts Hydrogen
Fuel Cell Powered Bus Fleet
(NAVC)

1

Hydrogen Powered FCB
Program with NYPA
(NAVC)

2

American Advanced Fuel
Cell Bus Program
(WestStart-CALSTART)

1

Compound Fuel Cell Hybrid
Bus for 2010
(WestStart-CALSTART)

1

AC Transit HyRoad:
Commercialization of Fuel
Cells for Public Transit
(WestStart-CALSTART)

3 existing
12 new

UTC Power and NAVC are leading a team to develop and
demonstrate an advanced version hybrid 40-ft fuel cell
buses; enhanced UTC Power 120 kW PEM fuel cell with
upgraded seals, catalysts, bipolar plates, balance of plant,
for demonstrations in CT and NY.
GE led team to develop an advanced propulsion system
integrated with a lightweight bus platform for field
evaluation focused on advanced battery technologies for
lower cost
Advanced bus development and in-service demonstration;
integrate Nuvera 82 kW fuel cell with drive system from ISE
and advanced energy storage; demonstration effort
includes Nuvera’s novel PowerTap fueling infrastructure
The project team led by the New York Power Authority will
develop and demonstrate two 40-ft buses for operation in
upstate New York for up to 2 years; Next-generation Ballard
HD6 fuel cell module (150 kW) in hybrid configuration with
ISE drive and ultracapacitors or batteries
A team led by SunLine will design and demonstrate 40-ft
fuel cell bus with design improvements that meets FTA buy
America requirements (New Flyer chassis, ISE hybrid drive
system, and UTC Power fuel cell system); in-service
evaluation in hot desert climate
A team led by BAE Systems will develop 40-ft hybrid bus
with fuel cell auxiliary power unit coupled with diesel
engine; demonstrate for one year at San Francisco MTA;
small Hydrogenics PEM fuel cell (12 kW twin or 16 kW),
BAE Systems drive, electrically driven accessories,
advanced energy storage
Accelerated testing of existing fuel cell buses and transition
to new design fuel cell buses; Team includes Van Hool (bus
chassis), Siemens (hybrid drive system), and UTC Power
(fuel cell system)

FTA initiated its NFCBP in 2007, following the implementation of SAFETEA-LU 4 , setting
performance objectives for advancing fuel cell bus technologies by 2012. These performance
objectives will be re-examined periodically through FTA’s strategic planning process to ensure
that the technical targets are consistent with transit industry objectives. The NFCBP is expected
to be a major contributor to introducing 23 more fuel cell transit buses into demonstration in the
United States (including NFCBP support of the AC Transit/CARB ZEBA demonstration). These
projects also expand the list of manufacturers involved in developing fuel cell buses – UTC
Power, Ballard, Hydrogenics, and Nuvera. At this point, AC Transit’s accelerated testing of its
three existing fuel cell buses is the only demonstration project with buses in-operation and being
4
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evaluated by NREL. Over the next 12 months, several of the new design buses funded under the
NFCBP will begin operational testing.
Beyond the NFCBP, FTA is also funding fuel cell bus activities at Georgetown University to
continue development of a methanol reformer and fuel cell system on a 30-foot transit bus.
Another FTA funded fuel cell bus project was initiated in Alabama in late 2008. The project, led
by the University of Alabama, will develop a battery dominant hybrid fuel cell system on a 30foot bus body produced by EVAmerica.
Table 4. Summary of Other FTA NFCBP Projects
Component Projects
Hybrid Fuel Cell Power Converter
(WestStart-CALSTART)
Integrated Auxiliary Module for
Fuel Cell Buses
(WestStart-CALSTART)
Support Projects
Survey and Analysis of Bus
Demonstrations
(CTE)
FTA National Fuel Cell Bus
Working Group (NAVC)
International Fuel Cell Bus
Working Group and Workshops
(NAVC)

Description
Design and bench-test bidirectional, DC-DC converter for
reduced cost, weight, and volume (US Hybrid, ISE,
Hydrogenics)
Design, fabricate, and bench test integrated auxiliary module
(US Hybrid)
Description
Document and analyze bus demonstrations around the world
from 2002-2007 (Breakthrough Technologies Inst.
Support for FTA U.S. Fuel Cell Bus Working Groups and data
collection efforts
Coordinate activities for International Fuel Cell Working Group
and collaboration and outreach efforts for international fuel cell
bus demonstration efforts; two projects (NAVC and EDTA)

California Zero-Emission Bus Demonstration
In 2000, CARB established a new transit bus fleet rule which set more stringent emission
standards for new urban bus engines and promoted advances in the cleanest technologies—
specifically, zero-emission buses (ZEBs). The requirements of this rule were described in detail
in the previous report 5 . The affected agencies on the diesel path are required to participate in an
advanced ZEB demonstration, with buses being placed into revenue service beginning January 1,
2009. All five of the affected (or interested) agencies are located in the San Francisco Bay area:


AC Transit



Golden Gate Transit



Santa Clara VTA



SamTrans



San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) 6

This advanced demonstration is expected to continue the momentum of technology development
and allow transit agency staff to gain more experience with the buses. Although there is an
5
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6
SFMTA already meets the requirements for ZEB with their electric trolley buses; however, they have expressed
interest in participation with the demonstration program.
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option to participate as a single agency, the five Bay-area agencies have recently elected to join
together under the multiple-agency option, and formed the Zero Emission Bay Area (ZEBA)
demonstration program. For this option, a minimum of 12 total ZEBs will be operated in the
area, with AC Transit taking the lead. These buses will be the next generation of the current fuel
cell bus at AC Transit, using a redesigned Van Hool chassis and the newest UTC Power fuel cell
power system. The hybrid system will be fully integrated by Van Hool using a Siemens ELFA 2
system.
The other transit agencies involved will provide funding, participate in training activities, and
periodically operate buses as part of the demonstration. There are several advantages to this
team approach for demonstrating fuel cell buses. For one, larger bus numbers allow the
manufacturers to collect data faster, which could help in identifying what optimizations are
needed and more quickly prove durability.
Also, the transit agencies can benefit by sharing limited resources. Training sessions can be
combined for operators and maintenance staff. Rather than each agency building separate
fueling stations at the current high cost, the team can plan for several stations that can be
accessed by all the agencies involved. Public relations and informational materials can also be
shared.
The ZEBA demonstration program has also been supported through funding and planning by the
Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC), the Bay Area Air Quality Management
District (BAAQMD), CARB, and the FTA NFCBP. This support has included the purchase of
12 new fuel cell buses and new hydrogen fueling facilities.
The results will be reported to CARB at regularly defined intervals. CARB staff will use these
results to determine progress toward commercialization and to recommend modifications to the
ruling, as necessary, no later than July 2009. The primary drawback of this team approach for the
industry, and CARB specifically, is that there will be data from only one technology available.
Participation from more manufacturers will be needed to truly understand the status of the
industry and allow CARB staff to make recommendations to the Board. For more information
on the ruling, see www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/bus/zeb/zeb.htm.
CARB is also contributing to demonstrating additional fuel cell buses in Burbank and at
SunLine. Although these projects are outside of the FTA’s NFCBP, the bus planned for Burbank
is essentially the same design as the NFCBP demonstration project led by CTE and Proterra.
On-Going NREL Evaluations
The greatest value of demonstrating these fuel cell vehicles and hydrogen fueling infrastructure
can be achieved only by validation through data collection, analysis, and complete reporting of
experiences so that policy makers and other fleets can benefit from them. Continuing this
activity will aid government and industry in more fully understanding the status of the
technology for transit applications. Under funding from both DOE and FTA, NREL will
continue to evaluate FCB demonstration fleets, which will include additional technologies and
manufacturer partners. Table 5 provides an overview of the current and planned NREL
evaluations for both DOE and FTA. This is the estimated timing for NREL’s evaluations, and
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does not reflect the early design, development, and construction phase for the buses. The plans
for upcoming evaluations are subject to change as each project progresses.
Table 5. Summary of NREL Hydrogen Projects for DOE and FTA

CA
CA
CA
CT
CA
CA
CA
CT
SC/CT
MA
NY
NY
CA

Eval.
Funding

1

DOE Tech.
Validation

AC Transit /SF Bay Area
SunLine /Thousand Palms
SunLine /Thousand Palms
CTTRANSIT /Hartford
City of Burbank/Burbank
AC Transit /Oakland
SunLine /Thousand Palms
CTTRANSIT /Hartford
Columbia /Site 2/ CTTRANSIT
Logan Airport /Boston
TBD/NY
TBD/NY
SFMTA /San Francisco

State

FTA National Fuel
Cell Bus Program

Site/Locations

2008
2
3

4

1

2009
2
3

4

1

2010
2
3

4

1

2011
2
3

4

CA ZEB Advanced Demo 2009
FCB Ext. Service
Advanced FCB Project
CTTRANSIT FCB Demo
Burbank
Accelerated Testing
American FCB Demo
CT Hybrid FCB Demo
Dual Variable Output Hybrid FCB
MA H2 FCB Fleet
Lightweight FCB Demo
NYPA H2 Powered FCB
FC APU Hybrid

Demonstration sites color coded by geographic area:
California
New England
Western NY
Southeast
South

Status of Fuel Cell Transit Buses
As described in the previous report 7 , there are three steps to the vehicle demonstration, testing,
and preproduction phase of the introduction of fuel cell transit bus propulsion technology.
1. Field testing and design shakedown (one to three vehicles)
2. Full-scale demonstration and fleet-ready reliability testing (five to ten or more vehicles at
several locations)
3. Limited production (50 to 100 vehicles at a small number of locations)
The current status has not changed much since the last report; these propulsion technologies are
clearly in the first step. At this point, we need to be patient while the propulsion and integration
as well as the infrastructure are developed. There is much to be excited about in the next two to
three years including the FTA NFCBP and the CARB ZEB demonstration, but we will still be
just entering the demonstration phase for this technology as multiple-bus demonstrations are
started.
The FTA NFCBP will round out much of the research needed for completing step one with the
addition of 11 new fuel cell buses at seven sites. The CARB ZEB demonstration is now planned
to be concentrated in one area (the Bay-area) and at one transit agency (AC Transit) with three to
four other partner transit agencies (a total of 12 new fuel cell buses in one location). This new
program at AC Transit is a clear change and progress into step two. There are two additional

7

Fuel Cell Buses in U.S. Transit Fleets: Summary of Experiences and Current Status, September 2007, NREL/TP560-41967, page 12
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significant fuel cell bus demonstrations internationally at BC Transit in Whistler, Canada and in
London. These two demonstrations are however outside of the scope of this assessment.
This new CARB ZEB demonstration has required an enormous amount of funding (transit
agency, local, state, and federal funding). This brings to light a clear need for more nationallevel roadmapping of fuel cell propulsion technology for transit. This has become critical with
the upcoming reauthorization of the surface transportation spending legislation, the successor to
the current Safe, Accountable, Flexible, and Efficient Transportation Equity Act – A Legacy for
Users (SAFETEA-LU), which currently runs through fiscal year 2009.
FTA has spent the last year developing a strategic plan for research related to electric drive
systems. The focus of the effort is to improve technologies for transit buses, but includes some
planning for rail as well. This Electric Drive Strategic Plan (EDSP) was presented publicly at
the American Public Transportation Association (APTA) Annual Meeting and Expo in San
Diego, CA in early October 2008. The EDSP identifies research needs in the following technical
focus areas:
1. Program Implementation
2. Vehicle Energy Management
3. Electrification of Accessories
4. Bus Design
5. Rail Energy Management
6. Locomotive Design
A significant amount of the effort in the first four areas will support research directly applicable
to fuel cell bus development and deployment. Improving hybrid drive, power management
systems, fuel cell stack durability, energy storage, and infrastructure issues are major
components of vehicle energy management. Broader electrification of accessories will help
reduce costs and improve the performance of fuel cell bus components. The goals of the bus
design focus area include modifications to the bus chassis to allow room for fuel cell stacks and
energy storage systems, as well as decrease weight. Some of the specific projects proposed
include: life-cycle cost analysis, large scale demonstration of fuel cell buses, standards
development, industry state-of-the-art analysis, and research dissemination.
Other Propulsion Technology Development Experience
For background, the development of compressed natural gas (CNG) transit buses has been
attempted several times over the years, but the current baseline technology really began by
testing one original equipment manufacturer (OEM) engine in 1988. The first preproduction
natural gas engine for transit was the Cummins L10-240G, which debuted in 1994. This engine
was produced in small numbers (less than 200 engines) and was met with criticism for being low
on horsepower and difficult to keep in tune. However, it sparked the successful introduction of
our current CNG heavy-duty transit bus8. The first real production CNG engines were not
8

Ten Years of Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) Operations at SunLine Transit Agency, January 2006, NREL/SR540-39180.
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available until model year 2006-2007 9 , and this technology was not really considered
mainstream until about the 1998-2000 timeframe. This means that the technology took 10-12
years of development by an actual OEM. During this time, an enormous amount of work was
done for market introduction including training development, standards, and technical assistance
to the transit agencies and manufacturers.
Another example is the development of diesel hybrid electric transit buses at New York City
Transit (NYCT) with one manufacturer (BAE Systems) and at Metro Transit (Seattle) with
another (Allison). One hybrid bus was developed and tested at NYCT starting in 1998, and later
that year NYCT began testing ten prototype hybrid buses (Orion VI buses) 10 . NYCT made a
decision in 2002 to help jumpstart the development of the hybrid technology by ordering a
significant number of diesel hybrid electric transit buses (325 Orion VII buses). These buses
were not delivered until 2004. NYCT continues to order and operate diesel hybrid electric buses
with a total today (November 2008) of more than 800 buses in service and another 800 buses on
order and in delivery.
Metro Transit (Seattle) had a similar experience, with its first hybrid bus being developed and
tested between 2002 and early 2003. Metro Transit ordered 235 diesel hybrid electric buses in
April 2003 which began delivery in 2004. An evaluation of these buses was published in 2006 11 .
Metro Transit has since purchased more hybrid buses for their fleet and continues to report
excellent experience. Many would say that diesel hybrid electric buses have reached mainstream
and just as many say not quite yet, so this is similar to the commercialization path that CNG
buses took (10-12 years).
These two development examples would indicate that fuel cell transit buses are still early in the
development cycle, because they are still demonstrating small numbers of buses at a few sites. If
the 10-12 years of development is any indication for fuel cell transit buses, then we probably
have another four to six years for the first larger orders in the preproduction step.
Additional Comments Regarding Demonstration and Testing
One of the issues that surfaced while evaluating these fuel cell transit buses has been a desire to
continue operating legacy technology fuel cell buses for durability and reliability studies. On the
surface, this is extremely enticing based on the early development stage of this propulsion
technology. However, manufacturers are demonstrating these systems to identify issues and
make modifications that will lead to a commercial product. This sometimes results in quick
changes and updates. The current technology that is being operated, even today, is already
obsolete and continued testing may not have a significant impact on the newer products. A
retrofit from an old system is not always possible, or in the best interest of the developers.

9

Alternative Fuel Transit Buses: Final Results from NREL Vehicle Evaluation Program, October 1996, NREL/TP425-20513 and WMATA: CNG Transit Bus Evaluation, April 2006, NREL/TP-540-37626
10
Hybrid-Electric Transit Buses: NYCT Diesel Hybrid-Electric Buses, Final Results, July 2002, NREL/BR-54032427 and NYCT Hybrid (125 Order) and CNG Transit Buses, Final Evaluation Results, November 2006,
NREL/TP-540-40125
11
King County Metro Transit Hybrid Articulated Buses: Final Evaluation Results, December 2006, NREL/TP-54040585
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A case in point is the Gillig/Ballard bus design demonstrated at VTA. This design was not
hybridized, resulting in lower fuel economy compared to the diesel control buses. The
manufacturer (Ballard) has developed the next generation product for heavy vehicle applications;
however, a direct retrofit into the existing buses is not possible. The manufacturer reports that
the project could be supported with the original design fuel cell system if the agency had the
necessary funds and interest. An estimate to convert the fuel cell buses back to a conventional
bus was extremely high and not considered possible. VTA has recently entered into a
partnership with the other Bay-Area transit agencies to demonstrate the next generation buses in
development for AC Transit. Because of this, and the increased cost expected to support the
older fuel cell buses, we expect that VTA will retire these buses.
Another example is the Van Hool bus and UTC Power design that is being used at AC Transit,
SunLine, and CTTRANSIT. When the next order of buses from Van Hool arrives at AC Transit,
the older design will no longer be current or supported. AC Transit intends to retire its three
older fuel cell buses and only operate the 12 new fuel cell buses when they arrive. SunLine and
CTTRANSIT intend to continue to operate their one fuel cell bus (of the older design) for as
long as they can. NREL intends to continue to track and evaluate all of these buses as long as
possible. CTTRANSIT also expects to receive up to 4 of the new fuel cell buses from Van Hool
and UTC Power.
On a counterpointe, it is extremely important for the developers and funding organizations to
understand that there is a need to maximize the current investment. Knowing that the prototype
technology may need to change should be taken into account, and the ability of the developers to
complete continuous improvement of their prototype technology is extremely important. In this
way, the prototype technology can be used as much as possible and maximize the lessons
learned. This indicates that the project partners and funding organizations need to understand
that funding should be set aside for root cause analysis and incremental improvements of the
demonstration technology.
Another issue for NREL is that the current evaluations are only tracking this one Van Hool/UTC
Power fuel cell bus design. The VTA evaluation is complete and, as mentioned above, is now a
dead end design. We look forward to future fuel cell development of the Van Hool/UTC Power
design bus; however, the diversity of manufacturers being introduced as part of the NFCBP is
extremely important to evaluating and demonstrating this new propulsion technology for transit
applications.

Needs for Continued Success
The needs for continued success identified in this report are essentially the same as last year’s
report; however, experiences collected over the last year have led us to re-order, re-emphasize,
and expand some or all of the categories.
Bus Performance
How well do fuel cell buses meet the needs of a typical transit agency? What developments are
needed to move the technology to the next phase of demonstration?
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Fuel Cell Durability – Great strides have been made toward developing longer lasting
membranes and materials for fuel cells. Fuel cell systems using these advanced materials need to
be validated in real-world service to prove they can achieve required durability targets and
withstand the vibration and shock of transportation applications. Current fuel cell systems for
buses are expected to have at least a warranty of 4,000 hours. The expected life of a 40-foot
transit bus is 12 years, however many agencies operate buses for longer. To meet these
demands, fuel cell systems will need to provide more than 25,000 hours of life. Demonstrating
this longevity will take time and continued funding from both government and industry.
Hybrid-Fuel Cell System Optimization, Reliability, and Durability – Hybridization of fuel
cell systems for buses has shown an increase in fuel economy of up to two times that of
conventional buses. The specific duty-cycle appears to have an effect on the results; therefore
the same bus design achieves different results from fleet to fleet. These hybrid systems are more
complicated than conventional bus technology, requiring careful integration of fuel cells, energy
storage, and computer control. Further optimization could result in better efficiency and increase
the durability of the overall system. There is also a need to investigate new designs and
advanced components, such as energy storage (for example, lithium ion batteries).
Manufacturers are investigating various designs from battery-dominant, plug-in hybrids to fuel
cell dominant hybrids. Upcoming demonstrations of these designs will show which of these
approaches work best for various applications in transit.
On-Board Hydrogen Storage – Transit buses are often operated for over 20 hours in a day. To
meet this schedule without returning to the depot for additional fuel, the bus needs adequate
hydrogen storage. This is less of an issue for buses than it is for light-duty vehicles because of
the space available on the roof of the buses. Current models of fuel cell buses have around 50 kg
of hydrogen stored on-board. The drawback for this is added height and weight. Operating a
taller bus can result in issues with clearance of buildings and trees, as well as affect the
driveability. Adding excess weight to a bus means potential restrictions to the number of
passengers allowed on the bus. Optimized use of hydrogen storage could address both these
issues.
Fueling Stations and Hydrogen Source
Everyone recognizes the need to demonstrate hydrogen production and fueling stations in
parallel with fuel cell vehicle demonstrations. What issues need to be addressed with respect to
transit demonstration projects?
Hydrogen Station Coverage – For hydrogen technology to succeed in the market, we need
adequate station coverage and full support from energy providers. This has proved to be one of
the biggest barriers so far. It’s difficult for an energy provider to sustain interest in a technology
without some indication of a near-term profit potential. There is a need to base-load stations to
maximize the use and begin to create a business case for energy providers. A hydrogen station
with sufficient throughput will also be more efficient. Transitional technologies, such as ICEs
fueled by hydrogen or a blend of CNG and hydrogen can help build demand while fuel cells are
being validated. Providing station access to other fleets (both heavy-duty and light-duty) is
another way to increase use. This is a challenge for most transit fleets because of various issues,
such as allowing access to secure areas, training non-agency staff, and potential liability.
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Hydrogen Station Sizing – Current projects underway involve small numbers of fuel cell buses.
The hydrogen stations built to support these projects have been designed with those low numbers
in mind. As fuel cell bus demonstrations move into the next development stage, agencies will
need to provide larger quantities of hydrogen and be able to fuel multiple buses back-to-back.
For projects at new demonstrations sites, this means building stations designed to handle the
larger expected throughput. For agencies involved in the early demonstrations, this means
finding a way to scale-up current facilities or design and build new ones.
Hydrogen Sources – Today, the most common method for producing hydrogen at low cost is
natural gas reformation. For a truly sustainable market, we need to investigate renewable
technologies that can produce hydrogen with no pollutants or greenhouse gas emissions. While
this may not be cost effective in the near-term, development is needed to determine which
solutions can meet future hydrogen demand sustainably.
Preparation for Market Introduction
Once fuel cell buses reach the preproduction stage of development, we need to prepare the
market for introduction. What steps are needed to accomplish this?
Technology Availability – When transit agencies first began the process of procuring fuel cell
buses, availability of the technology was a challenge. Few manufacturers were ready to test a
fuel cell bus, and the ones that had developed fuel cell buses already had several projects to
monitor and support. This situation has improved over the past few years, in part due to the
NFCBP. The funding available from FTA to develop and test the technology has resulted in
more manufactures participating in fuel cell bus demonstrations. The projects underway include
a variety of design approaches from modifying current bus chassis to purpose-built bus bodies
that are designed to efficiently fit fuel cell systems and components.
Fleet Personnel Awareness and Training – To fully implement fuel cell buses into transit, we
need to have trained service staff that can work on all aspects of the buses. To date, most
demonstration projects have included OEM technicians on-site to diagnose and repair hybrid and
fuel cell systems. This is typically true for the first two years of the project, while the buses are
under warranty. As the technology moves into the next stage of development, this capability and
responsibility will need to be transferred to transit agency staff. A technology will not be fully
commercial until this happens. Current demonstration projects have begun working toward that
end. Members of the maintenance staff are being trained to handle much of the hybrid system
troubleshooting and repair and are also assisting in replacing the fuel cell systems. Agencies are
also beginning to increase operator training from a small, select group of drivers to training all
staff at a depot. This shows positive progress and will help the agency as it begins to implement
larger numbers of fuel cell buses.
Continued Data Collection, Analysis, and Reporting – As the technology progresses toward
market readiness, we need to continue evaluating the status and reporting the results.
Information from third-party objective evaluations must be widely available to be useful to
manufacturers, policy makers, and transit agencies. For this to be easily accomplished, the
funding for new projects should include the added time and effort needed for project partners to
provide this data to the evaluators. The continued use of a standardized protocol for those
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evaluations is also necessary and will allow comparisons between technologies and
demonstration sites.
Development of Codes and Standards – Work must continue on completing the development
of codes and standards as well as on continuing to support awareness activities for codes
officials.
Cost
When you consider the current high capital cost of fuel cell buses, you may conclude that the
number-one priority for these technologies is cost reduction. While this is extremely important
for wide-spread adoption and acceptance, we first need to validate that it works and can meet
transit agency needs. Purchase price has no impact if the technology cannot do the required
work. Once fuel cell bus designs have proven performance and durability, then the industry can
investigate ways to bring down the cost of the buses and replacement components. As with all
developmental technologies, larger order quantities will spur the market and help manufacturers
develop low cost manufacturing techniques. AC Transit’s recent order of fuel cell buses
included more units (12), which has resulted in a reduced price. The industry will also need to
investigate ways to bring down operational costs.
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